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Abstract
In [W. Burr, Functional interpretation of Aczel’s constructive set theory, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 104 (2000) 31–73]
Wolfgang Burr presents a functional interpretation of constructive set theory in all finite types, CZFω, in a theory Tε of constructive
set functionals. Tε is a subtheory of CZFω, containing bounded quantifiers only. His interpretation theorem reduces the consistency
problem of CZFω (and certain extensions thereof) to the consistency problem of Tε .
We want to study admissible rules in CZFω, i.e. rules under which CZFω is closed. To do so, we study a Troelstra-style q-hybrid
of, in fact, a modification × of Burr’s translation. We introduce this modification in order to close a minor gap in Burr’s proof of
the functional interpretation of the schema of (Strong Collection).
First of all, but surely after a short introduction, we analyse the less complex translation of modified realisation mr and its hybrids
mq and mrt.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The theories Tε and CZFω
Since we analyse the ×q -hybrid of Burrs ×-translation, we primarily use the definitions given in [1]. But since we
use a modification of the translation, we also need some slight differences in the definitions.
The theories CZFω and Tε are Burr’s theories CZFω− [1, Definition 5.1] and Tε [1, Definition 3.1], except for the
connective ∨:
The connective ∨ is a primitive symbol only in Δ0-formulas. In formulas of higher complexity1 we use the follow-
ing definition:
A∨B :≡ ∃x ∈ ω [(x = 0 → A)∧ (x = 0 → B)]
Hence we restrict the disjunctions in axioms and rules A8–10 of CZFω (and Tε) to Δ0-formulas. These three
axioms and rules are still derivable for the defined ∨ in formulas of higher complexity, and these new definitions of
E-mail address: dominic.schulte@mpl.de.
1 Equations of a type τ = 0 are not Δ0! See [1, p. 40] for the definition of Δ0-formulas.1570-8683/$ – see front matter © 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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on deductions.
Everything else, the definition of formulas and terms in all finite types, and the other axioms, are the same as in [1],
so we can use the results presented there.
As in Burr [1] the language of CZFω, L(CZFω), is denoted by Lωε .
Similar to Burr, the restricted quantifiers are not primitive parts of the language of set theory, but are defined as
usual:
∀x ∈ X F [x] :≡ ∀x(x ∈ X → F [x]) ∃x ∈ X F [x] :≡ ∃x(x ∈ X ∧ F [x])
So, for a Δ0-formula F [a] the formula ∃x(x ∈ a∧F [x]) is Δ0 too, but the formula ∃x(F [x]∧x ∈ a) is in Σ1 \Δ0.
Because the ×-translated formulas become quite long in some cases, we use the following abbreviations:
X = ∅ :≡ ∃x ∈ X (x = x)
If X = ∅ we call X inhabited. By definition of the constant 0 : 0 a set X is not zero, iff
X = 0 ↔ ¬∀x¬(x ∈ X)
So it is something very different, whether X is inhabited or not empty!
Using the abbreviation of inhabitedness, we define:
∀x ∈ X = ∅ F(x) :≡ X = ∅ ∧ ∀x ∈ X F [x] ≡ ∃x ∈ X (x = x)∧ ∀x ∈ X F [x]
Next let v be a n-vector with vi : 0 → σi for all i < n and x : 0 a term. If F [a0, . . . , an−1] is a formula and each
ai :σi we will write:
F [vx] :≡ F [vx] :≡ F [v0x, v1x, . . . , vn−1x]
Corresponding to the  functional restriction we define a symbol of logical restriction | as follows:
G[ V |Q] :≡ ∀q ∈ Q = ∅ G[ V q]
(As above in the following we will suppress the vector arrow v and just write v.)
In some cases the tuple V may be the empty one. In these cases there is also no occurrence of Q in the restricted
formula, but just:
G[V |Q] :≡ G
The symbol of restriction | will be useful to present ×-translated formulas in a form which is as short as possible
and nevertheless still contains all information. Its definition has to be used with care. For example, we have:
A[V |Q] → B[V |Q] ≡ (∀q ∈ Q = ∅ A[V q]) → (∀q ∈ Q = ∅ B[V q])
If we want the bounded quantifier to appear in front of the implication, we have to write:
(A → B)[V |Q] ≡ ∀q ∈ Q = ∅ (A[V q] → B[V q])
1.2. Coding, decoding and products
In contrast to the Kuratowski pair {{a}, {a, b}}—which needs a decision x = y ∨ x = y for decoding—we code
ordered pairs by
(a, b) :≡ {{a}, {0, {b}}}
Using the union-replacement functional to build the union of a set,
(z)0 :≡ ∪ ∪ {u ∈ z | ∀v ∈ u = ∅ ∀w ∈ uv = w}
(z)1 :≡ ∪ ∪ ∪{u ∈ z | ¬(∀v ∈ u = ∅ ∀w ∈ uv = w)}
give us decoding functions (·)0, (·)1 : 0 → 0. Iterating pairing and decoding as usual, we may code/decode more than
just two sets. We will use these functionals also to (de-)code several bounded quantifiers into one:
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 ∀y ∈ Y ∀z ∈ Zy F [y, z] ↔ ∀k ∈ {(y, z) | z ∈ Zy, y ∈ Y} F [(k)0, (k)1]
Proof. We use the union-replacement functional U to build the product of Y and {Zy | y ∈ Y }.
Codey,Zy :≡ Uλx.{(y, x)}Zy ≡ {(y, z) | z ∈ Zy}
So λy.Codey,Zy : 0 → 0. Hence
Uλy.Codey,ZyY ≡
⋃
{Codey,Zy | y ∈ Y } = {(y, z) | z ∈ Zy, y ∈ Y } 
1.3. Classes of formulas and schemes relating to ×
We introduce some classes of formulas which are well known from arithmetic. E.g. in [3] where a hybrid of the
∧
-translation (cf. [2]) is analysed, the same classes in L(HAω) also play a key role:
Definition 2 (Harrop-formulas). Inductive definition of Harrop-formulas:
• A ∈ L(Tε) ⇒ A Harrop.
• With A, B , also A∧B and ∀xA[x] are Harrop.
• If A is Harrop and B an arbitrary formula of CZFω, B → A is Harrop.
Definition 3 (∃f formulas). Inductive definition of the ∃-free formulas, in short ∃f formulas:
• A ∈ L(Tε) ⇒ A ∃f .
• A,B ∃f ⇒ (A∧B), (A → B) and ∀xA[x] ∃f .
Although the formulas are called ∃-free, they are so only modulo the language of Tε;—and since L(Tε) contains the
Δ0-formulas there may occur bounded existential quantifiers within ∃f formulas!
Later on we analyse admissible rules in CZFω, so we introduce the schemata and rules we will be talking about
Definition 4 (WAC, IPH and Mε). Weak Axiom of Choice:
(WACστ ) ∀xσ∃yτB[x, y] → ∃Yσ→0→τ , Sσ→0∀xσB[x, (Yx)|(Sx)]
(WAC) :≡
⋃
στ
(WACστ )
Independence of Harrop-premises:
(IPH ) (A → ∃yB[y]) → ∃Y,R(A → B[Y |R]) A Harrop
Markov principle for L(Tε) formulas:
(Mε) (∀xA[x] → B) → ∃X,S(∀s ∈ S A[Xs] → B) A,B ∈ L(Tε)
Definition 5 (Rule-WAC, −IPH and −Mε).
(Rule-WAC):  ∀x∃yB[x, y] ⇒ ∃Y,S∀xB[x, (Yx)|(Sx)]
(Rule-IPH ):  (A → ∃yB[y]) ⇒ ∃Y,R(A → B[Y |R]) for A Harrop
(Rule-Mε):  (∀xA[x] → B) ⇒ ∃X,S(∀s ∈ S A[Xs] → B) for A,B ∈ L(Tε)
Another rule which is quite typical to ask for in intuitionistic theories is existential definability (ED). In the context
of this paper we will be able to show admissibility of a weaker rule, the existence property (EP).
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define existential definability:
(ED) CZFω  ∃xF [x] ⇒ There exists a term t in Lωε s.t. CZFω  F [t]
and existence property:
(EP) CZFω  ∃xF [x] ⇒ There exist terms S,V in Lωε s.t. CZFω  F [V |S]
Obviously, (EP) is a direct consequence of (ED). But it is an open problem whether CZFω is closed under (ED).
1.4. Interpretations
A translation I :L(T1) →L(T2) is a function which transports formulas from one theory into another. Instead of
I (A) we usually write (A)I for the translated formulas.
Functional translations of intuitionistic theories usually bring the translated formulas in a shape:
(A)I ≡ ∃V ∀xAI [V,x]
We speak of ∃V ∀x as the ∃∀-prefix of the translated formula. In some cases (cf. Section 2) the tuple x in AI is always
the empty one. In that case, we speak of an ∃-prefix. The subformula AI is called the kernel of the translated formula.
Sometimes (cf. Section 3) the kernel of a translated formula also has a specific shape:
AI ≡ QA
where Q are bounded quantifiers. We speak of A as the matrix of the translated formula.
If the translated formulas have an ∃-prefix—and a not necessarily ∃f kernel—we say I puts the formulas into
∃-shape.
If the translated formulas have an ∃∀-prefix—and a not necessarily qf-kernel—we say I puts the formulas into
∃∀-shape.
Convention 7 (Interpreting formulas). Given a translation I :L(T1) → L(T2) and a formula A ∈ L(T1) with a trans-
lation:
AI ≡ ∃V ∀XAI [V,X]
We say A is I -interpretable in a subtheory T3 of T2, if AI ∈ L(T3) and there exist terms V ∈ L(T3), such that for new,
free variables X:
T3  AI [V,X]
Convention 8 (Interpreting theories). Given a translation I :L(T1) → L(T2) and a subtheory T3 of T2 with the prop-
erty that for each A ∈ L(T1) the kernel AI of (A)I is in L(T3), we say T1 is I -interpretable in T3, if every theorem of
T1 is I -interpretable in T3.
If a theory T1 is I -interpretable in T3, we write in short:
T1
I
↪→ T3
Remark 9. In these terms, Burr shows as one major result of [1, Theorem 5.9, p. 62 ff]:
CZFω
×
↪→ Tε
And because of (A)× ≡ A ≡ A× for A ∈ L(Tε), this reduces the consistency problem of CZFω to the one of Tε .
Remark 10. The ×-interpretation theorem proves (EP) for the class {A× | CZFω  A}. But as we cannot show CZFω 
A× → A, we need hybrid translations to get an answer whether CZFω is closed under (EP) or not.
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AhI → A
for a larger class of formulas A.
There are two established ways to build a hybrid of a given translation I . The first is the hybrid with truth which
satisfies for all A:
 AIt → A
On the other hand, an interpretation theorem may not hold for such a hybrid.
For the second one, the so called q -hybrid, the property holds for a large class of formulas including all existential
formulas:
 (∃xA[x])Iq → ∃xA[x]
2. Modified realisation and its hybrids
Modified realisation is well known in arithmetic. We know interpretability of HAω by mr and both, its q- and its
t -hybrid. (Information about modified realisation of arithmetic in all finite types can be found in [4] and [5].)
Because modified realisation is an interpretation which translates the formulas into a less complex ∃-shape, we
may define the original translation and both of its hybrids all in one definition.
Definition 11 (mr-, mrt- and mq-translation). By recursion on the build-up of formulas of Lωε , we define mr, mrt and mq.
If I is one of the three translations, then we have:
I :Lωε → Lωε , with A → AI ≡ ∃V,QAI [V,Q] ≡ ∃V,QA[V |Q]
and FV(AI ) = FV(A).
In the following definition, the parts of the translated formula which only occur if I is one of the hybrids will be
indicated by lower indices:
(1) A ∈ L(Tε) ⇒ (A)I :≡ A.
For already defined (A)I ≡ ∃V,QA[V |Q] and (B)I ≡ ∃Y,RB[Y |R] with disjoint V , Q, Y , and R, we set:
(2) (A∧B)I :≡ ∃V,Y,Q∀q ∈ Q = ∅ (A[V q] ∧B[Yq]).
(3) (∃xA[x])I :≡ ∃V,X,Q∀q ∈ Q = ∅ (A[V q,Xq](∧A[Xq])mq).
(4) (∀xA[x])I :≡ ∃V,Q,S∀s ∈ S = ∅ ∀xA[(V xs)|(Qxs), x].
(5) (A → B)I :≡ ∃Y,R,S∀s ∈ S = ∅ ∀V,Q[(A[V |Q](∧A)mq → B[(YVQs)|(RVQs)])(∧ (A → B))mrt].
Remark 12. In Definition 11 we have to take the cases (3) and (4) with care if in AI the tuple V,Q is empty. Then
we have:
(∃xA[x])I :≡ ∃X,S∀s ∈ S = ∅ (A[Xs](∧A[Xs])mq)
(∀xA[x])I :≡ ∀xA[x]
In case (5) the case that in BI the tuple Y,R is empty is already taken care of by our remark in Section 1. In fact in
this case we have:
(A → B)I :≡ ∀V,Q[(A[V |Q] (∧A)mq → B)(∧(A → B))mrt]
For the Definitions 23 and 26 later on these facts have to be kept in mind.
Lemma 13 (Formulas with identical or ∃f translations).
(1) If A is a ∃f formula, we have:
• Amr ≡ A and in Amr the ∃-prefix is empty.
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(2) In case of modified realisation, we furthermore have:
A ≡ Amr ⇔ A ∃f formula
(3) For A Harrop, the ∃-prefix is empty in AI , i.e. AI ≡ AI ≡ A, and therefore:
CZFω  (A → Amq)∧ (A → Amrt)
Proof. (1) Follows directly by induction on ∃f formulas.
(2) The only direction which remains to show is “⇒”: A ≡ Amr ⇒ A ≡ ∃V,QA[V |Q] for some ∃f formula A.
Using (1) we get Amr ≡ A. So:
Amr ≡ (∃V,QA[V |Q])mr ≡ ∃V,Q,S∀s ∈ S = ∅ A[V s|Qs]
Hence the tuple of existential quantifiers in Amr ≡ A had to be empty. So A ≡ A, which is ∃f .
(3) The Harrop formulas are just defined in the way that by the translation no existential quantifier comes up. The
second part of the statement can easily be proved by induction. In case of the mrt-translation we use the property 
Bmrt → B in the induction step where A is an implication B → C, which can be shown without using this lemma. 
Corollary 14 (Translations of existential and ∃f formulas). For A ∃f we have the following properties of the formula
∃V,QA[V |Q]:
 (∃V,QA[V |Q]) ↔ (∃V,QA[V |Q])mrt ↔ (∃V,QA[V |Q])mq
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemmas 13 and 1. 
Corollary 15 (Combinations of translations). Because the kernel of Amr is ∃f we have:
CZFω  (Amr)mrt ↔ (Amr) ↔ (Amr)mq
Lemma 16 (Distribution Lemma). In the case of an implication (cf. Definition 11 case (5)) we can suppress the
bound S as follows: For arbitrary formulas A, B and terms S, Y and R there exist terms Y˜ and R˜, FV(Y˜ , R˜) ⊂
FV(S,Y,R,A,B), such that:
(1)  (A → B)I [Y,R,S] → ∀V,Q[A[V |Q](∧A)mq → B[(Y˜ VQ)|(R˜VQ)](∧A → B)mrt
And for given A, B and terms Y˜ , R˜ there also exist terms S, Y and R with an analogous condition on variables such
that:
(2)  ∀V,Q[A[V |Q](∧A)mq → B[(Y˜ VQ)|(R˜VQ)]](∧A → B)mrt → (A → B)I [Y,R,S]
Proof. (1) By axioms and rules Q1, A5/6 and associativity of conjunction ∧ we have:
 (A → B)I → (S = ∅)∧ (A[V |Q](∧A)mq → ∀s ∈ S B[(YVQs)|(RVQs)])(∧A → B)mrt)
So:
 (A → B)I → (A[V |Q](∧A)mq → ∀s ∈ S = ∅ B[(YVQs)|(RVQs)])(∧A → B)mrt)
We define:
Y˜ VQr :≡ YVQ(r)0(r)1 and R˜VQ :≡ {(s, r) | r ∈ RVQs, s ∈ S}
and get by coding:
 (A → B)I [Y,R,S] → [A[V |Q](∧A)mq → B[(Y˜VQ)|(R˜VQ)](∧A → B)mrt]
By Q3, we bind the variables V , Q by ∀-quantifiers and are finished.
(2) By λ-abstraction and putting S :≡ 1, this direction is trivial. 
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(i)  (A)mrt → A (ii)  A[V |Q] → A and even (iii) A[v] → A
Proof. As V , Q and v are new variables, the three statements are equivalent. The second statement is proved by an
induction on the formula A, where in the case of an implication the special translation of the hybrid with truth ensures
that it works. 
Remark 18 (mq does not locally imply mrt). Because of the strength of the mrt-translation presented in Lemma 17,
a local implication of the hybrids:
CZFω  {(A)mq → (A)mrt | A ∈ Lωε }
would lead to the full (Rule-AC):
CZFω  (Rule-AC) ≡ { ∀x∃yA[x, y] ⇒ ∃Y∀xA[x,Yx] | A ∈ Lωε }
As we take a close look at the ×q -hybrid later on, in this section the focus is on the mrt-hybrid. It is quite easy to
get the analogous proofs for the other two translations by a few modifications of the presented arguments.
Theorem 19 (Interpretation theorem for mr, mrt and mq). CZFω
mr
↪→ CZFω, CZFω
mrt
↪→ CZFω and CZFω
mq
↪→ CZFω.
Proof. Although this proof is much easier than the one for the ×q -hybrid, we will present one case, which is specific
in the argumentation for hybrids with truth. The proofs of the interpretation theorems for mr and mq are similar to
either the one for the mrt-hybrid or the one for the ×q -hybrid.
The theorem is proved by induction on deductions:
Case (A5) (A∧B) → C  (A → (B → C))
By IH and the distribution lemma we have terms L, S with the corresponding condition on variables:
 ∀V,Y,Q[(∀q ∈ Q = ∅ A[V q] ∧B[Yq] → ∀s ∈ SV YQ = ∅ C[LVYQs])∧ (A∧B → C)]
We define:
S˜V YQR :≡ S(λq.V (q)0)(λq.Y (q)1){(q, r) | q ∈ Q, r ∈ R},
L˜V YQRs :≡ L(λq.V (q)0)(λq.Y (q)1){(q, r) | q ∈ Q, r ∈ R}s
By coding and decoding we get:
 ∀V,Y,Q,R[(A[V |Q] ∧B[Y |R] → ∀s ∈ S˜V YQR = ∅ C[L˜V YQRs])∧ (A∧B → C)]
Using A5:
 ∀V,Y,Q,R[(A[V |Q] → (B[Y |R] → C[L˜V YQR|S˜V YQR]))∧ (A → (B → C))]
Applying Lemma 17(ii) to A we get:
 ∀V,Y,Q,R[(A[V |Q] → (B[Y |R] → C[L˜V YQR|S˜V YQR])∧ (B → C))∧ (A → (B → C))]
which we wanted to show.
This is a crucial step for a hybrid with truth, for we use Lemma 17. In case of the q-hybrid and of modified
realisation itself, we don’t have (and need) such a lemma, and therefore their proofs differ. 
As a corollary we get the following:
Theorem 20 ((EP) is admissible in CZFω). If CZFω  ∃xA[x] with A ∈ Lωε , then there exist terms X,S with
FV(X,S) ⊂ FV(∃xA[x]) and:
CZFω  A[X|S]
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In case of the mq-interpretation, by the specific way existential formulas are translated, the theorem can be proved
just by using the interpretation theorem.
In case we want to use the mrt-interpretation, we use the interpretation-theorem and Lemma 17. 
Theorem 21 ((Rule-WAC) is admissible in CZFω). If CZFω  ∀x∃yB[x, y] for B ∈ Lωε then there exist terms Y , S
such that
CZFω  ∀xB[x, (Yx)|(Sx)]
Proof. Again we may prove the theorem in two different ways. This time, we give a detailed proof of it by using the
mrt
-interpretation.
Let (B[a, b])mrt ≡ ∃V,QB[V |Q,a,b, ]. Translating the premise we get:
(∀x∃yB[x, y])mrt ≡ ∃V,Y,Q,S∀s ∈ S = ∅ ∀x∀q ∈ Qxs = ∅ B[V xqs, x,Yxqs]
By the interpretation theorem we get terms V , Y , Q and S with:
CZFω  ∀s ∈ S = ∅ ∀x∀q ∈ Qxs = ∅ B[V xqs, x,Yxqs]
By Lemma 17(iii) we get:
CZFω  ∀x∀s ∈ S = ∅ ∀q ∈ Qxs = ∅ B[x,Yxqs]
So by coding S and Qxs into S˜x :≡ {(q, s) | q ∈ Qxs, s ∈ S} and defining Y˜ xs :≡ Yx(s)0(s)1, we are finished. 
Theorem 22 ((Rule-IPH ) is admissible in CZFω). If CZFω  A → ∃yB[y] for a Harrop formula A then there exist
terms Y and R such that
CZFω  A → B[Y |R]
Proof. Both interpretation theorems can be used to prove the theorem. This time we give a detailed proof of it by
using the mq-interpretation.
Since A is Harrop, by Lemma 13 the translation of the premise will be:
(A → ∃yB[y])mq ≡ ∃V,Y,R(A∧A → ∀r ∈ R = ∅ B[V r,Y r] ∧B[Yr])
For A Harrop, by Lemma 13 we know:
 A → A
So the interpretation theorem will do. 
3. CZFω, the ×-translation and its q-hybrid
Definition 23. By recursion on formulas of Lωε we define a (modified) ×-translation:
× :Lωε →Lωε , with A → (A)× ≡ ∃ V ,Q∀ w(A[ V |Q, w])
and FV(A) = FV(A×), A ∈ L(Tε), as follows:
1. A ∈ L(Tε) :A× :≡ A.
For already defined A× ≡ ∃v,Q∀ wA[v|Q, w] and B× ≡ ∃y,R∀zB[y|R, z] with disjoint v, Q, w, y, R and z,
we define:
2. (A∧B)× :≡ ∃v, y,S∀w,z(∀s ∈ S = ∅ (A[vs,w] ∧B[ys, z])).
3. (∃xA(x))× :≡ ∃x, v,Q∀w(∀q ∈ Q = ∅ A[vq, xq,w]).
4. (∀xA(x))× :≡ ∃v,Q,S∀w,x(∀s ∈ S = ∅ A[(vxs)|(Qxs),w,x]).
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(∀s ∈ S = ∅ [(∀x ∈ XvQzsA[v|Q,WvQzxs]) → B[YvQs|RvQs, z]])
in case that w in A×q is not empty.
6. (A → B)× :≡ ∃Y,R,S∀v,Q,z(∀s ∈ S = ∅ [A[v|Q] → (B[(YvQs)|(RvQs), z])]), in case that w in A×q is
empty.
The modification of the original ×-interpretation in [1, Definition 4.1], is that we have one set, say Q, on which
the existentially quantified v in the translated formulas depend. This changes some lemmata and proofs given in [1].
E.g. the distribution lemma, which was a quite combinatoric one in W. Burr’s version, becomes trivial under our
×
-translation. And obviously the proof of the interpretation theorem differs, for we give a proof which interprets
(Strong Collection).
Theorem 24 (Interpretation theorem for the ×-translation). CZFω is ×-interpretable in Tε:
CZFω
×
↪→ Tε
Proof. By induction on deductions, it is shown that the respective terms exist. This proof is similar to the one for
the interpretation theorem of the ×q -hybrid which will be presented later in Theorem 30. Therefore the proof for the
×q
-hybrid interpretation theorem should suffice. 
Although we need hybrid translations to analyse admissibility of the presented rules, the interpretation theorem for
the ×-translation itself proves the following
Theorem 25 (In CZFω , (Rule-Mε) is admissible). For A, B ∈ L(Tε) such that:
CZFω  (∀xτA[xτ ] → B)
we have:
CZFω  ∃X,S(∀s ∈ SA[Xs] → B)
Proof. Since (A)× ≡ A and (B)× ≡ B , the interpretation theorem gives us terms X, S with the corresponding condi-
tion on variables and:
CZFω  (∀s ∈ SA[Xs] → B) 
Definition 26. By recursion on formulas of Lωε we define a translation:
×q :Lωε →Lωε , with A → (A)×q ≡ ∃v,Q∀ w(A[v|Q, w])
and FV(A) = FV(A×q) as follows:
1. A ∈ L(Tε): A×q :≡ A.
For already defined A×q ≡ ∃v,Q∀ wA[v|Q, w] and B×q ≡ ∃y,R∀zB[y|R, z] with disjoint v, Q,w, y, R and z,
we define:
2. (A∧B)×q :≡ ∃v, y,S∀w,z(∀s ∈ S = ∅ (A[vs,w] ∧B[ys, z])).
3. (∃xA(x))×q :≡ ∃x, v,Q∀w(∀q ∈ Q = ∅ [A[vq, xq,w] ∧A[xq]]).
4. (∀xA(x))×q :≡ ∃v,Q,S∀w,x(∀s ∈ S = ∅ A[(vxs)|(Qxs),w,x]).
5. (A → B)×q :≡ ∃X,W,Y,R,S∀v,Q,z
(∀s ∈ S = ∅ [(∀x ∈ XvQzsA[v|Q,WvQzxs] ∧A) → B[YvQs|RvQs, z]])
if the tuple w in A×q is not empty.
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empty.
Corollary 27 (Kernels of ×q -translated Harrop formulas). Let A be Harrop and A the matrix of its translation A×q .
Then there exist terms V , Q, FV(V ,Q) ⊂ FV(A), such that for fresh variables w:
 A → A[V |Q,w]
The proof by induction on A is straight forward.
Lemma 28. Let A,B ∈ CZFω such that A×q ≡ v,Q∀wA[v|Q,w] and B×q ≡ ∃y,R∀zB[y|R,z] and a, b and c
are new, free variables of appropriate types. If we find terms t1(a, b), t2(a, b) with FV(t1(a, b), t2(a, b) \ {a, b}) ⊂
FV(A,B) and
CZFω  A[v|Q,c] → B[t1(v,Q)|t2(v,Q), c]
then the formula (A → B) is ×q -interpretable in CZFω .
The premises of Lemma 28 look somewhat artificial. In fact we will use Lemma 28 in most cases in the special
form where t1(v,Q) ≡ v and t2(v,Q) ≡ Q. It is useful to get the interpretability of some implications by checking
the premises of Lemma 28 and not always to give the same detailed argument in such cases.
Lemma 29 (Distribution lemma). Let us abbreviate
(1) ≡ ∀s ∈ S = ∅ [(∀x ∈ XvQzs A[v|Q,WvQzxs] ∧A) → B[(YvQs)|(RvQs), z]]
and
(2) ≡ [(∀x ∈ X˜vQz A[v|Q,W˜vQzx] ∧A) → B[(Y˜ vQ)|(R˜vQ), z]].
Then we have:
(i) For given terms X, W , Y , R and S there exist terms X˜, W˜ , Y˜ , R˜ such that:
CZFω  (1) → (2)
(ii) For given terms X˜, W˜ , Y˜ , R˜ there exist terms X, W , Y , R and S such that:
CZFω  (2) → (1)
and hence
(iii) In CZFω the following equivalences are derivable:
CZFω  ∀X,W,Y,R,S[(1) → C] ↔ ∀X˜, W˜ , Y˜ , R˜[(2) → C]
CZFω  (A → B)×q ↔ ∃X˜, W˜ , Y˜ , R˜∀v,Q,z(2)
Proof. (i) Distributing ∀s ∈ S = ∅ over the implication in (1), we get:
(1) → (∀s ∈ S = ∅ ∀x ∈ XvQzs A[v|Q,WvQzxs] ∧A) → ∀s ∈ S = ∅ B[(YvQs)|(RvQs), z]
So we build the products X˜vQz :≡ {(s, x) | x ∈ XvQzs, s ∈ S} and R˜vQ :≡ {(s, r) | r ∈ RvQs, s ∈ S} = ∅.
(ii) is trivial by setting S :≡ {0}.
(iii) By (i) and (ii) we get (iii). 
Theorem 30 (Interpretation theorem for ×q ). CZFω is ×q -interpretable in CZFω: CZFω ×q↪→ CZFω.
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We take a close look only at the cases in which the modification of the original ×-translation changes the argument
or which are crucial steps for the ×q -hybrid. The other cases are proved quite similar to [1, Theorem 4.3].
As long as we don’t mention anything else, we will use the following translations of the formulas:
A×q ≡ ∃v,Q∀wA[v|Q,w], B×q ≡ ∃y,R∀zB[y|R,z] and C×q ≡ ∃l, S∀kC[l|S, k]
– Intuitionistic Logic:
A1 is a typical application of Lemma 28.
A5 A∧B → C  A → (B → C)
Due to Lemma 29, it suffices to find terms X1, W1, X2, Z2, S1 and L1 which satisfy the corresponding condition
on variables and:
(1)  (∀x ∈ X1vyQ0Q1k A[v|Q0,W1vyQ0Q1kx] ∧A) →
[∀x ∈ X2vyQ0Q1k B[y|Q1,Z2vyQ0Q1kx] ∧B] →
∀s ∈ S1vyQ0Q1 = ∅ C[L1vyQ0Q1s, k]
By IH and Lemma 29 there exist terms X0, W0, Z0, S0 and L0, FV(X0,W0,Z0, S0,L0) ⊂ FV(A,B,C), such
that:
(2)  (∀x ∈ X0v0y0Qk ∀q ∈ Q = ∅ (A[v0q,W0v0y0Qkx] ∧B[y0q,Z0v0y0Qkx] ∧A∧B)) →
∀s ∈ S0v0y0Q = ∅ C[L0v0y0Qs,k]
Hence:
(3)  ([∀x ∈ X0v0y0Qk A[v0|Q,W0v0y0Qkx] ∧A] ∧
[∀x ∈ X0v0y0Qk B[y0|Q,Z0v0y0Qkx] ∧B]) → ∀s ∈ S0v0y0Q = ∅ C[L0v0y0Qs,k]
By A5 we get:
(4)  (∀x ∈ X0v0y0Qk A[v0|Q,W0v0y0Qkx] ∧A) →
[∀x ∈ X0v0y0Qk B[y0|Q,Z0v0y0Qkx] ∧B] → ∀s ∈ S0v0y0Q = ∅ C[L0v0y0Qs,k]
To show (1) we substitute:
v0 → λq.v(q)0, y0 → λq.y(q)1 and Q → (Q0 ×Q1)
and define:
X1vyQ0Q1k :≡ X2vyQ0Q1k :≡ X0(λq.v(q)0)(λq.y(q)1)(Q0 ×Q1)k
W1vyQ0Q1kx :≡ W0(λq.v(q)0)(λq.y(q)1)(Q0 ×Q1)kx
Z2vyQ0Q1kx :≡ Z0(λq.v(q)0)(λq.y(q)1)(Q0 ×Q1)kx
L1vyQ0Q1 :≡ S0(λq.v(q)0)(λq.y(q)1)(Q0 ×Q1)
L1vyQ0Q1s :≡ L0(λq.v(q)0)(λq.y(q)1)(Q0 ×Q1)s
As in CZFω coding and decoding is possible (4), implies (1).
A7 A → B,A → C  A → (B ∧C)
By IH and Lemma 29 there exist terms X1,W1, Y1,R1 satisfying the corresponding condition on variables and:
(1)  (∀x ∈ X1vQz A[v|Q,W1vQzx] ∧A) → B[(Y1vQ)|(R1vQ), z]
and terms X2,W2,L2, S2 with the corresponding condition on variables:
(2)  (∀x ∈ X2vQk A[v|Q,W2vQkx] ∧A) → C[(L2vQ)|(S2vQ), k]
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(3)  (∀x ∈ XvQzk A[v|Q,WvQzkx] ∧A) → ∀t ∈ T vQ = ∅ (B[Yvqt, z] ∧C[(LvQt, k])
So we have to find terms W and X which ensure that both, the premises of (1) and (2), hold. This is achieved by:
XvQzk :≡ {(0, x) | x ∈ X1vQz} ∪ {(1, x) | x ∈ X2vQk}
WvQzkx :≡
{
W1vQz(x)1 if (x)0 = 0
W2vQk(x)1, if (x)0 = 0
For the definition of W we need a “Case-distinction functional”. The existence of such a functional is proved in
[1, Lemma 3.8, p. 43 ff]. Therefore we just have to know, that the product of two inhabited sets is still inhabited.
So:
T vQ :≡ (R1vQ)× (S2vQ), LvQ :≡ L2vQ(t)1 and RvQt :≡ R1vQ(t)0
completes our definitions.
A10 A → C,B → C  (A∨B) → C for A,B ∈ Δ0
Because of A,B ∈ Δ0 and by Lemma 29 the translation of the three formulas is:
(A → C)×q ≡ ∃L1, S1∀k(A∧A → C[L1|S1, k])
(B → C)×q ≡ ∃L2, S2∀k(B ∧B → C[L2|S2, k])
((A∨B) → C)×q ≡ ∃L,S∀k((A∨B)∧ (A∨B) → C[L|S, k])
The difficulty is now to decide which of the by IH existing terms Li and Si is used for the definition of L and
S, since we know C only depending on the premises A or B respectively. Because of the way, the ×-translation
deals with implications—and therefore the ×q -hybrid does it too—this decision-problem can be transferred into
the interpreting terms themselves. We just need Δ0-Separation:
S :≡ {(0, s) | s ∈ S1 ∧A} ∪ {(1, s) | s ∈ S2 ∧B}
L :≡
{
L1(s)1, in case (s)0 = 0
L2(s)1, in case (s)0 = 0
Somehow surprising is the fact, that the premise A∨B is only needed to prove that the bound S is inhabited, for
by IH we already know that the defined terms satisfy:
 ∀s ∈ SC[Ls, k]
The next step of our proof treats Q4, existence-elimination. Whereas the steps so far have been similar to the
ones presented in [1], this one requires a new argument [different from Burr’s] because of our modification of
the ×-translation.
Q4 A(b) → B  ∃xA(x) → B , for b /∈ FV(B)
(i) ∃xA(x) ∈ L(Tε): By definition of the formulas of Tε we have ∃xA(x) ∈ Δ0. So A(b) ∈ Δ0 and ∃xA(x) ≡
∃x(x ∈ a ∧A0(x)) for an A0 ∈ Δ0 and b /∈ FV(A0,B, a).
We are looking for terms Y,R, FV(Y,R) ⊂ FV(∃xA(x),B), such that:
(1)  (∃x(x ∈ a ∧A0[x])) → B[Y |R,z]
By IH, λ-abstraction and Lemma 29 we are given terms Y0,R0, FV(Y0,R0) ⊂ FV(∃xA(x),B), such that:
(2)  (A(b)∧A(b)) → B[(Y0b)|(R0b), z]
Using Δ0-Separation we define:
R :≡ {(r, c) | r ∈ R0c, c ∈ a ∧A0(c)} and Yr :≡ Y0(r)1(r)0
As in the induction step of A10 we need the premise only for the inhabitedness of R.
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(∃xA(x))×q ≡ ∃v, x,Q∀w∀q ∈ Q = ∅ A[vq,w,xq] ∧A[xq]
and
(A(b))×q ≡ ∃v,Q∀wA[v|Q,w,b]
So by Lemma 29 we have to find terms W,S,Y and R, FV(W,S,Y,R) ⊂ FV(∃xA(x),B), which satisfy:
(1)  (∀s ∈ SvQzx (∀q ∈ Q = ∅ A[vq,WvQzxs, xq] ∧A[xq])∧ ∃xA(x)) → B[(YvQx)|(RvQx), z]
By IH, λ-abstraction and Lemma 29 there are terms W0, S0, Y0,R0,
FV(W0, S0, Y0,R0) ⊂ FV(∃xA(x),B), given with:
(2)  (∀s ∈ S0vQzb (∀q ∈ Q = ∅ A[vq,W0vQzbs, b])∧A(b)) → B[(Y0vQb)|(R0vQb), z]
Motivation: To get (1) out of (2) a first attempt might be to substitute b → xp with a new variable p and then
bind this p by ∀p ∈ Q = ∅. In this case, we get A to hold on the whole square {(vq, xp) | q ∈ Q, p ∈ Q} in the
premise of (2), but in the premise of (1), A must hold only on the diagonal {(vq, xq) | q ∈ Q} of the square.
This “square versus diagonal”-problem already appeared in the proof of the original ×-interpretation theorem in
[1]. But there it came up in the case of (Strong Collection) and could not be solved that easy. So first of all, this
problem just changed its position in the proof of the interpretation theorem, but now we are able to solve it:
We substitute Q → {t} and b → xt taking fresh variables t, x. Distribution of the bounded quantifier ∀t ∈ Q = ∅
(Q now a new free variable) over the resulting implication leads to:
(3)  ∀t ∈ Q = ∅ (∀s ∈ S0v{t}z(xt) (∀q ∈ {t} = ∅ A[vq,W0v{t}z(xt)s, xt])∧A(xt))
→ ∀t ∈ Q = ∅ (B[(Y0v{t}(xt))|(R0v{t}(xt)), z])
In order to move the outermost bounded quantifier inwards we make sure that the term taking the place of
S0v{t}z(xt) is not empty by putting the element 0 into it and make it invariant with respect to t ∈ Q by forming
the product set:
SvQzx :≡ {(s, q) | s ∈ (S0v{q}z(xq)∪ 1), q ∈ Q}
As a weakening of the implication (3) and by eliminating the innermost bounded quantifier [since  ∀q ∈ {t} =
∅ C[q] ↔ C[t]] we get:
(4)  ∀s ∈ SvQzx ∀t ∈ Q = ∅
(A[vt,W0v{(s)1}z(x(s)1)(s)0, xt])∧A(xt) → ∀t ∈ Q = ∅ (B[(Y0v{t}(xt))|(R0v{t}(xt)), z])
This is all we had to do and we just bring the formula into the required shape by coding the two bounds in the
conclusion:
(5)  (∀s ∈ SvQzx ∀q ∈ Q = ∅ (A[vq,W0v{(s)1}z(x(s)1)(s)0, xq])∧A(xq))
→ ∀t ∈ R = ∅ (B[Y0v{(t)1}(x(t)1)(t)0, z])
where R :≡ {(r, q) | r ∈ R0v{q}(xq), q ∈ Q}. Putting WvQzxs :≡ W0v{(s)1}z(x(s)1)(s)0 and YvQxr :≡
Y0v{(r)1}(x(r)1)(r)0 we get terms S,R,W , and Y that interpret (1).
–Special axioms and rules:
(Strong Coll)  ∀x ∈ a ∃yA[x, y] → ∃z(∀x ∈ a ∃y ∈ z A[x, y] ∧ ∀y ∈ z ∃x ∈ a A[x, y])
(i) Let A ∈ Δ0. Then by Lemma 29 and some more weakenings we have to find terms X, W , Z and Q˜
(depending on a) such that for arbitrary Y,Q, and S:
 ∀w ∈ WYQS ∀s ∈ S(XYQSw) = ∅ (XYQSw ∈ a →
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∀q ∈ Q˜YQS = ∅ (∀x ∈ a ∃z ∈ ZYQSq A[x, z] ∧ ∀z ∈ ZYQSq ∃x ∈ a A[x, z])
The terms:
WYQS :≡ a, XYQSw :≡ w, Q˜YQS :≡ {0} and ZYQSq :≡ {Yxsq | q ∈ Qxs, s ∈ Sx, x ∈ a}
will do.
(ii) A /∈ Δ0: So (A[x, y])×q ≡ ∃v,Q∀wA[v|Q,w,x, y] for a possibly empty tuple v,Q. Since bounded
quantifiers are translated just as they are defined as unbounded quantifiers and a conjunction or an implication
respectively, we have:
(∃x(x ∈ a ∧A[x, y])×q ≡ ∃x, v,Q∀w∀q ∈ Q = ∅ (xq ∈ a ∧A[vq,w,xq, y] ∧ xq ∈ a ∧A[xq, y])
Translating (Strong Collection) step by step and applying the distribution Lemma 29 we see that we have to
find terms W0,X0, T0,Z,X2,V2,Q2, Y1,V1,Q1, S1 which interpret the following formula and which satisfy
the condition on variables:
FV(W0,X0, T0,Z,X2,V2,Q2, Y1,V1,Q1, S1) ⊂ FV(∀xA[x, x])∪ {a}
For any term M applied to the free variables listed below we use the following abbreviations: M˜ :≡
MY0V0Q0S0w2y2w1x1 and M¨ :≡ MY0V0Q0S0.
(1)
{ ∀t ∈ T˜0 ∀s ∈ S0 = ∅ (X˜0t ∈ a → ∀q ∈ Q0(X˜0t)s = ∅
(A[V0(X˜t)qs, W˜0t, X˜0t, Y0(X˜t)qs] ∧A[X˜0t, Y0(X˜t)qs])∧ ∀x ∈ a ∃yA[x, y]))
−→ ∀s ∈ S¨1 = ∅
(2)
{ [
(x1 ∈ a → ∀q ∈ Q¨1x1s = ∅ [Y¨1x1qs ∈ Z¨s ∧A[V¨1x1qs,w1, x1, Y¨1x1qs] ∧A[x1, Y¨1x1qs]])
(3)
{∧(y2 ∈ Z¨s → ∀q ∈ Q¨2y2s = ∅ [X¨2y2qs ∈ a ∧A[V¨2y2qs,w2, X¨2y2qs, y2] ∧A[X¨2y2qs, y2]])
(4)
{∧(∀x ∈ a ∃y ∈ Z¨s A[x, y] ∧ ∀y ∈ Z¨s ∃x ∈ a A[x, y])]
If we find terms with (1) → (2)∧ (3) we have succeeded, for (4) is a direct consequence of (2) and (3). The
bounds S¨1 and S0 have identical use, so we put S¨1 :≡ S0. We need T˜0 to give the term W˜0t in (1) the value
w1 in some cases and the value w2 in others. In (3) we show some subproperties for the whole set a, so we
should have that X˜0t can be any x in a. These thoughts lead us to the first definitions:
S¨1 :≡ S0, T˜0 :≡ Sucaa ≡ a ∪ {a}
W˜0t :≡
{
w2, in case t ∈ a
w1, in case t /∈ a X˜0t :≡
{
t, in case t ∈ a
x1, in case t /∈ a
In Z¨s we collect set-many examples y for A[x, y] in the premise, depending on x ∈ a and q ∈ Q0x. By the
premise we know, that Y0(X˜0t . . .) is a functional that for X˜0t ∈ a gives us such examples. So, in order to
find the terms that satisfy (2) we make the following choices:
Z¨s :≡ {Y0xqs | q ∈ Q0xs, x ∈ a}, Y¨1 :≡ Y0,
V¨1 :≡ V0, Q¨1 :≡ Q0
By the definition of Z we have:
 ∀s ∈ S0 = ∅ (x1 ∈ a → ∀q ∈ Q0x1s = ∅ Y0x1qs ∈ Z¨s)
and:
 (1) → ∀s ∈ S¨1 = ∅ (2)
To derive (3) we have to find the X¨2y2qs which could have been the elements of a which guaranteed y2 ∈
{Y0xqs|q ∈ Q0xs, x ∈ a}. As a matter of fact, more than just one x in a may lead to the same result Y0xqs,
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Q¨2y2s :≡ {(q, x) | q ∈ Q0xs, x ∈ a : Y0xqs = y2},
X¨2y2qs :≡ (q)1, V¨2y2qs :≡ V0(q)1(q)0s
By these definitions we get:
 y2 ∈ Z¨s → (∃q(q ∈ Q¨2y2s)∧ ∀q ∈ Q¨2y2sX¨2y2qs ∈ a)
By the definitions of T˜0 and X˜0, we have a ⊂ T˜0 and t ∈ a → X˜0t = t , hence:
 (1) → ∀s ∈ S¨1 = ∅ (3)
So all results and thoughts put together yield:
 (1) → ∀s ∈ S¨1 = ∅ [(2)∧ (3)∧ (4)] 
Remark 31. CZFω is not ×t -interpretable in CZFω . Or, to be more precise, the interpretation theorem for ×t holds if
and only if for arbitrary A ∈ Lωε there exist terms S,V :
CZFω  ∀s ∈ S = ∅ A[V s] → ∀xA[x]
So we do not study this hybrid in this context.
Theorem 32 (Existence property (EP) in CZFω). CZFω  ∃xσA[xσ ] then there exist terms t : 0 → σ,Q : 0,
FV(t,Q) ⊂ FV(∃xA[x]) such that
CZFω  A[t |Q]
Proof. Let (A(x))×q ≡ ∃v,Q∀wA[v|Q,w,x]. So, by definition (∃xA[x])×q ≡ ∃x, v,Q∀w∀q ∈ Q = ∅(A[vq,w,
xq] ∧A[xq]).
By the interpretation Theorem 30 we then have terms v, t : 0 → σ,Q : 0:
 ∀q ∈ Q = ∅ ∃xA[x][vq,w, tq]
By the specific translation of ∃xA[x] this implies:
 A[t |Q] 
Theorem 33 (Existential definability in CZFω). The rule of existential definability for arbitrary type σ :
(EDσ ) CZFω  ∃xσA[xσ ] ⇒ CZFω  A[t], for some term t : σ
is admissible in CZFω, if and only if it is admissible for Δ0-formulas and restricted to type 0:
(ED0-Δ0) CZFω  ∃x0A[x] and ∃xA[x] is Δ0-formula ⇒ CZFω  A[t], for some t : 0
Proof. One direction is obvious. Let us assume (ED0-Δ0) and A[x] be any formula such that CZFω  ∃xσA[xσ ]. By
Theorem 32 we have terms Q : 0 and t : (0 → σ) such that:
CZFω  ∃q ∈ Q (q = q)∧ ∀q ∈ Q A[tq]
By (ED0-Δ0) we get a q0 : 0 with:
CZFω  q0 ∈ Q
The term tq0 has the properties we were looking for. 
Theorem 34 (Admissibility of (Rule-IPH )). In CZFω, (Rule-IPH ) is admissible.
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(A → ∃uB[u])×q ≡ ∃W,X,U,Y,R∀v,Q,z
(∀x ∈ XvQz A[v|Q,WvQzx] ∧A) → ∀r ∈ RvQ = ∅ B[YvQr, z,UvQr] ∧B[UvQr]
By Corollary 27, we have vA,QA depending only on A s.t. for arbitrary W,X:
 A → ∀x ∈ XvAQAz A[vA|QA,WvA,QAzx]
And by the interpretation Theorem 30 there exist terms W,X,U,Y,R such that:
 A → ∀r ∈ RvAQA = ∅ B[UvAQAr]
An application of Q2 finishes the proof. 
Theorem 35 (Admissibility of (Rule-WAC)). If CZFω  ∀x∃yA[x, y] then CZFω  ∃Y,S∀xA[x, (Yx)|(Sx)].
Proof. Let (A[x, y])×q ≡ ∃v,Q∀wA[v|Q,w,x, y]. Then we have:
(∀x∃yA[x, y])×q ≡ ∃y, v,Q,S∀x,w∀s ∈ S = ∅ (∀q ∈ Qxs = ∅ A[vxsq,w,x, yxsq] ∧A[x, yxsq])
The interpretation Theorem 30, building the product set of the two bounded quantifiers S and Qxs and decoding them
by V xq˜ finishes the proof. 
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